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Color has the extraordinary ability to elicit a particular
mood and create a certain ambience, which makes it a
powerful tool in home design. But assembling the perfect
palette today is way more fun than it has been in previous
years when whites and beiges reigned supreme: Lately,
homeowners have been more eager than ever to get
playful with unexpected hues. Artistic wallpapers, printwearing chairs, eye-catching window treatments, splashy
rugs and patterned pillows are all making appearances,
whether sparingly or abundantly. Combinations like white
with black or navy will forever remain classics, as well
as reliable backgrounds for pops of color, but know
the rainbow is yours to pursue ever boldly. We turned
to some of the nation’s leading design pros for
advice on how to approach color with confidence.
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Interior designer Laura Umansky and builder
John Calloway updated this Houston estate,
which features a colorful pool pavilion with
checkered floors, and chairs and benches—
by Bolier & Company, Christopher Guy and
Century Furniture—upholstered in bright
hues. Arranged into conversation nooks,
the furnishings create a whimsical space for
entertaining set against the more traditional
original architecture by John Staub.

Above: For the Moroccan-inspired
media room of a Santa Fe house,
interior designer Chandler Prewitt
chose a rich green wall paint that
feels vibrant during the day and
moody at night. “The lights give
off delicate and playful rays in
the evening,” says Prewitt, who
worked with builder Douglas
Maahs. “It’s really a lovely place to
watch movies or read a book.”
Right: In a happy coincidence, the
existing wall color in a Portland,
Oregon, residence happened to
be a favorite of designer Jennifer
Leonard’s. The light, fresh tone,
which reads blue, green or gray
depending on the light and the
hues around it, provides the perfect
foil for more traditional furnishings,
including the drop-leaf Pembroke
table topped with an assortment
of objects in the living room.
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San Francisco-based designer Ken Fulk set
out to update a Victorian home in the city’s
Pacific Heights neighborhood by streamlining
the floor plan and selecting a mix of modern and
classic furnishings coupled with unexpected
elements. His strategic use of color enlivens
the entry, where he hung an Ellsworth Kelly
lithograph above an English Regency settee
upholstered with a vibrant Casamance fabric.
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New York-based designer
Ernest de la Torre had
originally planned to put
pink just on his client’s sofas.
“But she wanted the color
everywhere,” he says. “She
said it made her happy.”
The custom coffee table
was conceived by de la Torre
and uses hand-dyed straw
marquetry to get its plaid
effect. Chairs in the sitting area
are covered in a chocolate
kidskin by Keleen Leathers.

KEN
FULK

Interior &
Event Designer

How important is color in
your designs? Color is very
important to me. My color
choices are usually inspired
by something other than
design: the caramel of a
vintage car’s leather, the
burgundy of my favorite
velvet dinner jacket, the
color combination from an
old Fellini movie poster.
What inspired you to
upholster the settee in this
residence (above) with such

a vibrant hue? Not everyone
is ready to wrap their rooms
in pulsating color, but most
of our clients appreciate the
bold design statements that
have become our signature.
So we’ll take a traditional
chair or sofa and make it feel
modern by upholstering or
painting it with a bold color.
Can color affect the mood
of a space? There are clear
“happy” colors for me;
bright Hermès orange is my

favorite. And I love jewel
tones—ruby, sapphire,
burgundy—these are such
celebratory colors that
sparkle in candlelight and
look regal when set against
brass or silver candlesticks.
Any go-to hues? I’m having
a long love affair with
green, and it’s not letting
up any time soon. We have
projects underway that are
incorporating a hand-painted
malachite finish on walls,

inlaid green-and-white
marble chevron floors and
chartreuse lacquered walls.
Do you have a favorite way
to use color? I love vibrantly
hued walls, whether painted
or upholstered. The color
envelopes you and creates
a magnificent backdrop for
a room filled with great
artwork and furniture. Bold
color choices also show
that you are brave and not
afraid to live large.
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TIPS FOR USING COLOR
IN YOUR HOME
1. If you’re afraid to go bold, start small by introducing
color through everyday accessories like planters, bowls
or books organized by hue. 2. Define areas of the home
using color through artwork by displaying vibrant pieces
amid a monochromatic or neutral palette. 3. Look to
nearby nature for palette inspiration: ocean blues,
leaf-like greens and reds, earthy browns and gem
tones. 4. Give neutrals a subtle yet interesting pop
by bringing in metallics like gold and silver.
5. Don’t be afraid to take risks; embrace
patterns and palettes that
speak to you.
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Designers Robert Brown and Todd
Davis filled a Miami Beach condo
with rich unexpected color, including
a plummy Pierre Frey velvet on their
custom-designed dining chairs that
complements kaleidoscopic artwork
from the owners’ art collection. Brassinlaid trim in the bird’s-eye maple
dining table speaks to the designers’
use of metals for added warmth,
depth and a nod to 1970s glam.

CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT:
Robert Brown, South Florida;

Julia Buckingham, Chicago;
Claire Ownby, Arizona;
Caitlin Wilson, Pacific Northwest

COLOR THEORIES

Whether used strategically with a couple of prominently placed pillows or as
a defining moment with a bold piece of artwork, color often proves to be a
major element of a space. And although the comfort level of homeowners may
vary when it comes to diving into the rainbow, the following designers share
how working with hues that are muted, brilliant or somewhere in-between can
lead to showstopping results.
Robert Brown: Along with our
architectural designs, color is very
important to us because it evokes
moods. Much like a director of a
movie who dictates our view, and
therefore our thoughts and reactions,
color has the same impact. Rich
shades can promote contemplative
drama and stir deep emotions
while fresh, bright ones can evoke
playfulness and whimsy. Great color
design is always about a balance of
visual weight, and color has weight. In
this Miami Beach penthouse (shown),
white walls allowed us to highlight and
make more dramatic the sexy hues
of plum, gray, gold, ebony and blue.
Julia Buckingham: Color choice
is probably the most important part
of the design schematic. Clients’
personalities, especially their fashion
choices, tell me so much about what is
going to resonate with them and what
colors are going to trip their trigger.
My clients are pretty sophisticated with
very discerning taste, but that runs
the gamut from monochromatic Jil
Sander to the full-blown theatrics of
head-to-toe Vivienne Westwood.
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Claire Ownby: I really like to see
the location of the home and the
views surrounding it when developing
a palette; the surroundings can have a
really big impact on its selection and
success. Because I prefer more neutral
hues in my own personal spaces, I don’t
necessarily push my clients into using a
palette if they aren’t naturally drawn to it.
I don’t feel that vibrant color is necessary
to make a successful interior; however,
I am inclined to contrast textures and
hues to create depth and interest.
Caitlin Wilson: I believe a room will
feel ordinary without a pop of color, so
color is very important in my designs.
I’ve always felt that people look the
best in their environment when their
space is a reflection of the way they
dress, so a person’s wardrobe actually
has a big influence on the palette and
patterns I’ll use in a space. It’s rare that
people don’t love the details they carry
in their wardrobe—be it stripes or
certain colors they gravitate toward—
and using these elements within my
designs ends up making people feel
more at home in their space, even if
they weren’t the ones to design it.
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To keep the heady mix of patterns from
overwhelming a Santa Monica, California,
abode, designers Betsy Burnham and Max
Humphrey relied on a meticulously crafted
palette. In the wife’s office, they veered
toward pinks and purples, for example
choosing a trellis-design Manuel Canovas
wallpaper from Cowtan & Tout and a Peter
Dunham Textiles ikat for the shades.

Above, left: Inspired by
the vibrant hues of a vintage
wedding kimono, Denverbased designer Petra Richards
coated the walls of a Cherry
Hills Village dining room with
bright orange lacquer and
upholstered the Chippendale
chair seats with a vivid green
silk-cotton by Dedar. She kept
the silk rug muted for balance.
Above, right: For a Marin County
residence, designer Martha
Angus kept to bright-white walls
and used vibrant shots of color
to enliven each space. In the
pool house, she chose a bright
ikat fabric, Lampung by Echo
Design for Kravet Collections,
to upholster a sectional and
play off white Superelastica
chairs and a Bocci pendant.
Left: Touches of red in
artwork and textiles offset
the cashmere-colored walls
in the entryway of a courtyard
house whose palette was
inspired by the mountain site.
Phoenix architect and interior
designer Catherine Hayes
designed glazed window walls
along the courtyard, allowing
the lush greenery to figure
into the overall palette.
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